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SUSSEX ACADEMIC PRESS
A Balancing Act
British Intelligence in Spain During the Second World War
Emilio Grandio Seoane
This book reveals the development, strategy and extraordinary success of Britain’s secret services
in Franco’s Spain during the Second World War. The main claim of this study is that British
pressure, exercised above all through their intelligence services, led Franco to distance himself
from the Axis cause and eventually embrace that of the Allies. Starting from a virtually nonexistent base, the British rapidly built up a complex intelligence network in Spain that stretched
from Corunna to Barcelona and from Bilbao to Gibraltar. As Spain was a non-belligerent, spy
networks – including those of the Germans, Italians, Portuguese and British – proliferated in the
Iberian Peninsula. Double-agents abounded within these networks; each one knew what the
others were up to.
The British exploited this two-way traffic to let Franco know that if he did not accede to their
demands, they would back a restoration of the Bourbon monarchy under Don Juan. This pressure
culminated in the meeting of 1943 between Franco and the British Ambassador, Sir Samuel
Hoare, at the dictator’s country retreat in Galicia, the British underlining their purpose by flying
warplanes close by the estate. Following this meeting, Franco almost immediately began to move
away from the Axis powers and towards the Allies. The British swiftly dismantled their
intelligence networks given that they had achieved their aim. Franco’s expulsion of the German
naval forces from Spanish ports and the denazification of the regime explains the benevolent
attitude of the Allies towards the Spanish dictatorship after the war. Throughout this whole
process, the British secret service, as this extensively researched study uncovers, played a crucial
role.
HB 9781845198848 £65.00 July 2017 Sussex Academic Press 240 pages
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Friends in Flanders
Humanitarian Aid Administered by the Friends’ Ambulance Unit During the
First World War
Linda Palfreeman
The Friends’ Ambulance Unit (FAU) was created shortly after the outbreak of war. The idea of
the unit’s founder, Philip J. Baker, was that it would provide young Friends (Quakers) with the
opportunity to serve their country without sacrificing their pacifist principles. The first volunteers
went to Belgium on 31 October 1914, under the auspices of the Joint War Committee of the
British Red Cross Society and the Order of St John of Jerusalem.
The FAU made a sustained contribution to the military medical services of the Allied nations,
establishing military hospitals, running ambulance convoys, and staffing hospital ships and
ambulance trains, treating and transporting wounded men. Determined to bring succour to all
those in need, the FAU also assisted civilians trapped in the war zone and living in desperate
circumstances. Nowhere was this more acute than in the besieged and battered town of Ypres
where thousands sheltered in the underground passage-ways of the town’s ancient fortifications
– ‘a subterranean population, hopeless, often lightless’, wrote Geoffrey Young, the Unit’s young
field commander, ‘living on what they might and breeding disease.’
The Unit provided hospitals for the treatment of civilians, and worked intensively in the
containment and treatment of the typhoid epidemic that swept the region, locating sufferers,
providing them with medical care, and inoculating people against the disease. It played a major
role in the purification of the town’s contaminated drinking water, distributed milk for infants
and food and clothing to the sick and needy. It helped found orphanages, made provision for
schooling and organised gainful employment for refugees until, finally, it became responsible for
the definitive evacuations of the civilian population.

About the Author: Linda Palfreeman is Lecturer in Journalism at the University of Cardenal
Herrera, Elche, Spain.
PB 9781845198718 £24.95 May 2017 Sussex Academic Press 200 pages

Israel in the 1973 Yom Kippur War
Diplomacy, Battle & Lessons
David Rodman
The State of Israel faced one of its most difficult challenges during the 1973 Yom Kippur War.
Though the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) eventually emerged as the clear victor in the war, it
suffered serious reverses at the outset of hostilities, as well as substantial losses in men and
equipment. This book revisits the Yom Kippur War by exploring a number of issues that have not
previously received the attention they deserve or that would benefit from a fresh evaluation.
Among the issues examined are: the American—Israeli and Jordanian–Israeli relationships during
the war; the roles of Israeli nuclear weapons and airpower; the IDF’s practice of combined arms
warfare; the reasons why the IDF turned the tide of the war more quickly on the Golan front than
on the Sinai front; the impact of American arms transfers; and the lessons derived from the war
by the United States Army and the IDF.
This book, which relies heavily on government documents and other primary sources of
information, fills important descriptive and analytical gaps in the academic literature about the
Yom Kippur War. No other book compares to it in respect of content and interpretation. It is, in
short, essential reading for all scholars interested in the diplomatic and military dimensions of
the war.
HB 9781845198329 £35.00 October 2016 Sussex Academic Press 172 pages
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Media Events in Web 2.0 China
Interventions of Online Activism
Jian Xu
This book is among the first to use a “media events” framework to examine China’s Internet
activism and politics, and the first study of the transformation of China’s media events through
the parameter of online activism. The author locates the practices of major modes of online
activism in China (shanzhai[culture jamming]; citizen journalism; and weiguan [mediated
mobilization]) into different types of Chinese media events (ritual celebration, natural disaster,
political scandal). The contextualized analysis of online activism thus enables exploration of the
spatial, temporal and relational dimensions of Chinese online activism with other social agents –
such as the Party-state, mainstream media and civil society. Analysis reveals Internet politics in
China on three interrelated levels: the individual, the discursive and the institutional.
Contemporary cases, rich in empirical research data and interdisciplinary theory, demonstrate
that the alternative and activist use of the Internet has intervened into and transformed
conventional Chinese media events in various types of agents, their agendas and performances,
and the subsequent and corresponding political impact. The Party-market controlled Chinese
media events have become more open, contentious and deliberative in the Web 2.0 era due to
the active participation of ordinary Chinese people aided by the Internet.
PB 9781845198312 £22.95 September 2016 Sussex Academic Press 176 pages

Palestine Investigated
The Criminal Investigation Department of the Palestine Police Force, 1920–
1948
Eldad Harouvi
This book tells the story of the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the Palestine Police
Force (PPF) in the historical context which impacted the CID’s missions, methods, and
composition. At first, the CID was engaged in providing technical assistance for criminal
investigation. Following the PPF’s poor performance in the Arab Riots in 1929, a commission of
inquiry, headed by Sir Herbert Dowbiggin, recommended adding intelligence gathering and
surveillance of political elements to police functions. Teams were set up and a Special Branch
established.
From 1932 the CID deployed a network of “live sources” among the Arabs and Jews, and issued
intelligence summaries evaluating Arab and Jewish political activity. Post-1935 the security
situation deteriorated: Arab policemen and officials joined the Arab side, thus drying-up sources
of information; the British therefore asked for assistance from the Jewish population. In 1937 Sir
Charles Tegart recommended that the CID invest in obtaining raw intelligence by direct contacts
in the field. In 1938 Arthur Giles took command and targeted both the Revisionist and Yishuv
movements. Although the CID did not succeed in obtaining sufficient tactical information to
prevent Yishuv actions, Giles identified the mood of the Jewish leadership and public – an
important intelligence accomplishment regarding Britain’s attitude towards the Palestine
question. But British impotence in the field was manifested by the failure to prevent the bombing
of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem.
Towards the end of the Mandate, as civil war broke out following the UN General Assembly
resolution of November 1947, the CID was primarily engaged in documenting events and
providing evaluations to London whose decision-makers put high value on CID intelligence as
they formulated political responses.
HB 9781845198091 £79.95 August 2016 Sussex Academic Press 400 pages
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From Alliance to Union
Challenges Facing Gulf Cooperation Council States in the Twenty-First Century
Joseph A. Kechichian
After the conservative Arab Gulf Monarchies—Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Sa‘udi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates (UAE)—joined forces on 25 May 1981 within the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), few fathomed that security requirements on and around the Arabian Peninsula
would be so precarious and for so long. To answer their search for permanent stability, Arab Gulf
rulers erected a regional alliance that sought to integrate internal and regional defenses, as well
as strengthen their existing socio-economic ties. Several of the monarchies even hoped that
coordination on foreign policy issues over which near unanimity existed could, eventually, lead
to a full-fledged union as envisaged in the organization’s founding charter. Between 1981 and
2015 these Arab Gulf monarchies experienced major socio-political transformations resulting
from upheavals throughout the Arab and Muslim worlds. The perceived necessity to bring about
a full-fledged union has come into conflict with entrenched viewpoints from regimes that value
traditional military/political roles and norms.
In this new study, Joseph A. Kéchichian provides an evaluation of GCC States’ military institutions
to better evaluate whether a stable alliance is capable of enduring over the next few decades,
and how civilian leaders perceive the role and influence of their military officers for the task.
Kéchichian raises fundamental questions over internal, regional and international threats,
including an existential challenge emanating from the Islamic revolutionary government of Iran,
and assesses how GCC professionals may be preparing to tackle them. He further elucidates on
the best methods to meet security challenges not only to secure political survival but also to
determine whether conservative Arab Gulf regimes can flourish outside an effective alliance. The
volume concludes with an examination of evolving civil–military relations in the GCC States.
HB 9781845198022 £95.00 May 2016 Sussex Academic Press 380 pages
PB 9781845198039 £35.00 May 2016 Sussex Academic Press 380 pages

The Attempt to Uproot Sunni-Arab Influence
A Geo-Strategic Analysis of the Western, Israeli & Iranian Quest for
Domination
Joseph A. Kechichian
In the aftermath of popular uprisings that unleashed the quest for freedom, Arab governments
scrambled to limit sectarian divisions, though much of these efforts came to naught. Regrettably,
weak governments fell into carefully laid traps, aimed to divide and rule. Protracted wars further
destroyed Arab wealth and cohesiveness, and Sunni communities saw their power bases
marginalised. On cue, and predicted by some commentators, extremist movements like the socalled Islamic State emerged, targeting Sunnis with extreme violence. In 2014 Nabil Khalifé, an
established Lebanese thinker, published a widely praised thesis that identified the root causes of
renewed sectarian tensions at a time when confrontations polarised awakened Arab societies.
Based on an extensive discussion of the 1979 Iranian Revolution that toppled the Shah, Khalifé
advanced the notion that the revolution was not “Islamic” but an “Iranian-Shi‘ah” rebellion that
ended the Pahlavi military monarchy, and that the post-2011 Sunni–Shi‘ah struggle was planned
by leading Western powers, including Russia, to preserve Israel and impose the latter’s
acceptance in the Middle East as a natural element. In this translation of Istihdaf Ahl al-Sunna
[Targeting Sunnis], Joseph A Kéchichian analyses the fundamental questions raised by the author
to better place the current sectarian collision in a geo-strategic global perspective. Based on the
book’s avowals of how the world’s three monotheistic religions perceive each other and “Political
Sunnism”, Kéchichian assesses Henry Kissinger’s famous appellation of the “Middle World” that
houses significant and indispensable oil resources, and why that allegedly makes it -- “Political
Sunnism” -- dangerous. In a comprehensive introduction to the translation, he describes various
initiatives that led global powers to check the undeniable force of “Political Sunnism”.
HB 9781845198534 £55.00 January 2017 Sussex Academic Press 224 pages
PB 9781845198541 £25.00 January 2017 Sussex Academic Press 224 pages
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Cosmic Threats
A Planetary Response
Neville Brown
Cosmic Threats: A Planetary Response calls for the progressive creation of supra-national
institutions intended to protect life on Earth against natural threats, be these terrestrial
(pandemics, super-volcanoes, major earthquakes….) or celestial (comets, asteroids, meteor
storms …). The protection proffered would need to be pre-emptive though also responsive,
reducing the number of adverse events but also their specific consequences. Rancid though the
world scene currently looks, this may actually be a good time to look towards a planetary security
programme that can build up over a century or more. It would need special international
institutions that are sufficiently integrated to cope with the celestial and terrestrial contingencies
anticipated yet not so much a class apart as to be a law unto themselves, a military regime able
to ride roughshod over general world opinion. Such an holistic approach to planetary security
might prove to be a definitive substitute for war between nations.
Professor Brown comes to such questions from a broad career background. His lead
qualifications are a Masters degree from Oxford in Modern History and a Doctorate of Science
from Birmingham (UK) in Applied Geophysics. He has been a naval meteorologist; staff college
instructor; part-time but pro-active as a defence correspondent for several of the West’s leading
journals; and political consultant. From 1980 to 1986, he was Chairman of the Council for Arms
Control.
From 1993 to 1997 he worked half-time in the Sensors and Electronic Systems directorate of
Britain’s Ministry of Defence. This was as the Academic Consultant in a small task force
specifically created to advise the government of the day apropos what British policy to Strategic
Ballistic Missile Defence should be. A declassified rendering of his 90,000-word report (published
by Mansfield College, Oxford, in 1998) argued firmly against our going down this path. It could
lead to a catastrophic arms race.

About the Author: Neville Brown has authored twenty books or major reports, including The
Future of Air Power (1986). With the award-winning Future Global Challenge (1977) he began to
give economic, social and ecological factors salience in the quest for a peaceable world. This
thrust continued with New Strategy Through Space (1990) through to Global Instability and
Strategic Crisis (2004) and History and Climate Change, a Eurocentric Perspective (2001), and
continued with the informal trilogy: Engaging the Cosmos: Astronomy, Philosophy and
Faith (2006); The Geography of Human Conflict: Approaches to Survival (2009); and The Bounds
of Liberalism: The Fragility of Freedom.
HB 9781845197704 £35.00 July 2017 Sussex Academic Press 160 pages
PB 9781845197711 £22.50 July 2017 Sussex Academic Press 160 pages
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MONASH UNIVERSITY PUBLISHING
Australia's Northern Shield?
Papua New Guinea & the Defence of Australia Since 1880
Bruce Hunt
This book is the first to draw extensively on the recently released highly classified notes of the
cabinet room discussions of successive Australian Governments from 1950 to the mid-1970s and
details the changing attitude of the nation’s leaders towards the place of Papua New Guinea in
Australia’s defence and security outlook. The Cabinet notebooks provide an unprecedented,
uncensored insight into the opinion of Australia’s leaders towards Indonesia under Sukarno,
Southeast Asia and Indo China in general, Britain and the United States and, finally, towards
Papua New Guinea. The cabinet room discussions reveal attitudes towards Asia and Australia’s
place in the region more nuanced, varied and sensitive than previously known. They also
illustrate the dominant influence of Prime Minister Robert Menzies and Deputy Prime Minister
John McEwen in shaping Australia’s response to the critical events of this time.
Australia’s Northern Shield? shows how, since colonial times, Australia has assessed the
importance of Papua New Guinea by examining the ambitions of and threats from external
sources, principally Imperial Germany, Japan, and Indonesia. It examines the significant change
in Australia’s attitude as this region approached independence in 1975, amid concerns as to the
new nation’s future stability and unity. The terms of Australia’s long-term defence undertaking
are examined in detail and an examination is offered also of the most recent attempts to define
the strategic importance of Papua New Guinea to Australia.

About the Author: Bruce Hunt is a Research Fellow in the School of History, College of Arts
and Social Sciences, at the Australian National University. He was an officer in the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) from 1974 until his retirement in mid-2011. He was posted
to the Australian High Commission in Port Moresby from 1985 to 1987 and was Director of the
PNG Section in DFAT from 1990 to 1994 and again from 2000 to 2003.
PB 9781925495409 £30.99 March 2017 Monash University Publishing 400 pages

The Conscription Conflict & the Great War
Edited by Robin Archer, Joy Damousi, Murray Goot, Sean Scalmer
While the Great War raged, Australians were twice asked to vote on the question of military
conscription for overseas service. The recourse to popular referendum on such an issue at such
a time was without precedent anywhere in the world. The campaigns precipitated mass
mobilisation, bitter argument, a split in the Labor Party, and the fall of a government. The defeat
of the proposals was hailed by some as a victory of democracy over militarism, mourned by
others as an expression of political disloyalty or a symptom of failed self-government.
But while the memory of the conscription campaigns once loomed large, it has increasingly been
overshadowed by a preoccupation with the sacrifice and heroism of Australian soldiers – a
preoccupation that has been reinforced during the centennial commemorations.
This volume redresses the balance. Across nine chapters, distinguished scholars consider the
origins, unfolding, and consequences of the conscription campaigns, comparing local events with
experiences in Britain, the United States, and other countries. A corrective to the ‘militarisation’
of Australian history, it is also a major new exploration of a unique and defining episode in
Australia’s past.
PB 9781925495393 £23.50 February 2017 Monash University Publishing 240 pages
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Women, War & Islamic Radicalisation in Maryam Mahboob’s Afghanistan
Faridullah Bezhan
Afghanistan is regarded as a classical patriarchal society, where social tradition, religious doctrine
and socio-economic and cultural backwardness have made women second-class citizens. But
what has been the nature of life for women in Afghanistan? How have they been treated, both
in the private sphere and in public? How did they resist mistreatment during the war inside
Afghanistan, in refugee camps or in diaspora? Who are the sponsors and perpetrators of violence
against Afghanistani women? And what are the connections between Islam, local customs, the
mistreatment of women, and women’s connectedness to revolution and jihad? This book
provides answers to these questions through an innovative study of the life and short stories of
one of the country’s leading female writers, Maryam Mahboob. It offers a different image of both
the suffering and resistance of Afghanistani women than that which the ‘West’ has come to
know.
PB 9781925377026 £30.99 June 2016 Monash University Publishing 160 pages

NORDIC ACADEMIC PRESS
The Story of War
Church & Propaganda in France & Sweden in 1610-1710
Anna Maria Forssberg
The endless wars of the seventeenth century took their toll in the lives of millions of soldiers and
crushing taxes. To legitimize war, Europe’s rulers turned to the Church: ‘O God, we praise you’, Te
Deum Laudamus, was sung in the churches of France and Sweden to celebrate victory in battle.
It was a way of thanking God, but also an opportunity for congregations to learn what had
happened – and an occasion for festivities.
In The Story of War, the historian Anna Maria Forssberg applies a narrative and ritual perspective
to the Te Deum, looking at specific wars such as the Thirty Years War and at themes such as peace
and enmity. This is a unique, comparative study of war propaganda in early modern times, and
how it defined the roles of ruler and ruled alike. There were national differences, but ultimately
all war stories were highly selective. Bloody defeat and uneventful everyday life were glossed
over; what mattered were spectacular victories and royal glory. Yet in the end, the war stories
peddled in both Sweden and France were profoundly challenged by the crisis of 1709.
PB 9789188168665 £30.95 December 2016 Nordic Academic Press 288 pages

Methods in World History
A Critical Approach
Edited by Arne Jarrick, Janken Myrdal, Maria Wallenberg Bondesson
Methods in World History is the first international volume that systematically addresses a
number of methodological problems specific to the field of world history. Prompted by a lack of
applicable works, the authors advocate a considerable sharpening of the tools used within the
field of study. Theories constructed on poor foundations run an obvious risk of reinforcing flawed
assumptions, and of propping up other, more ideological, constructions. The dedicated critical
approach outlined in this volume helps to mitigate such risks.
Each author addresses a particular issue of method – for source criticism, archaeological
evidence or estimates of economies for example – discussing the problems, giving practical
examples, and offering solutions and ways of overcoming the difficulties involved. The
perspectives are varied, the criticism focussed, and a common theme of coalescence is
maintained throughout. This unique anthology will be of great use to advanced scholars of world
history, and to students entering the field for the first time.
HB 9789187675584 £30.95 April 2016 Nordic Academic Press 256 pages
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TRUMAN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Nuclear Energy & the Legacy of Harry S. Truman
J. Samuel Walker
Harry S. Truman’s nuclear policies and programs are probably the most significant and
controversial aspects of his presidency. The essays in this volume examine Truman’s decision to
use atomic weapons against Japan in 1945, one of the most contentious issues in all of American
history, and the use of atomic energy after the war, both as an important weapon in the arms
race of the cold war era, and as a subject for research into its applications to medicine, industry,
agriculture, and power production.
In this volume, seven prominent historians offer valuable perspective on these issues, using new
information from Japanese sources and a wealth of primary source material to examine the
decision to use the atomic bomb, as well as important questions relating to the nuclear arms
race, the benefits and hazards of radioactive isotopes, and the development of nuclear power.
Many of these issues that had their origins in the Truman era are still of great importance to the
world today as well as to future generations.
PB 9781612481593 £33.50 February 2016 Truman State University Press 200 pages

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY PRESS
Understanding Atrocities
Remembering, Representing & Teaching Genocide
Edited by Scott W. Murray
Understanding Atrocities is a wide-ranging collection of essays bridging scholarly and
community-based efforts to understand and respond to the global, transhistorical problem of
genocide. The essays in this volume investigate how evolving, contemporary views on mass
atrocity frame and complicate the possibilities for the understanding and prevention of genocide.
The contributors ask, among other things, what are the limits of the law, of history, of literature,
and of education in understanding and representing genocidal violence? What are the challenges
we face in teaching and learning about extreme events such as these, and how does the language
we use contribute to or impair what can be taught and learned about genocide? Who gets to
decide if it's genocide and who its victims are? And how does the demonization of perpetrators
of atrocity prevent us from confronting the complicity of others, or of ourselves? Through a multifocused and multidisciplinary investigation of these questions, Understanding
Atrocitiesdemonstrates the vibrancy and breadth of the contemporary state of genocide studies.

About the Author: Scott W. Murray is Associate Professor of History at Mount Royal
University. He was a Hess Faculty Fellow in the Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies at the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in 2015, and a Holocaust Education Foundation
Fellow at Northwestern University in 2013. He was also the recipient of the Calgary Jewish
Community Award for Holocaust and Human Rights in 2011 and 2013.
PB 9781552388853 £26.99 February 2017 University of Calgary Press 296 pages
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WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY PRESS
Loyal Gunners
3rd Field Artillery Regiment (The Loyal Company) & the History of New
Brunswick’s Artillery, 1893-2012
Lee Windsor, Roger Sarty, Marc Milner
Loyal Gunners uniquely encapsulates the experience of Canadian militia gunners and their units
into a single compelling narrative that centres on the artillery units of New Brunswick. The story
of those units is a profoundly Canadian story: one of dedication and sacrifice in service of great
guns and of Canada.
The 3rd Field Regiment (The Loyal Company), Royal Canadian Artillery, is Canada’s oldest artillery
unit, dating to the founding of the Loyal Company in Saint John in 1793. Since its centennial in
1893, 3rd Field—in various permutations of medium, coastal, and anti-aircraft artillery—has
formed the core of New Brunswick’s militia artillery, and it has endured into the twenty-first
century as the last remaining artillery unit in the province.
This book is the first modern assessment of the development of Canadian heavy artillery in the
Great War, the first look at the development of artillery in general in both world wars, and the
first exploration of the development and operational deployment of anti-tank artillery in the
Second World War. It also tells a universal story of survival as it chronicles the fortunes of New
Brunswick militia units through the darkest days of the Cold War, when conventional armed
forces were entirely out of favour. In 1950 New Brunswick had four and a half regiments of
artillery; by 1970 it had one—3rd Field.
Loyal Gunners traces the rise and fall of artillery batteries in New Brunswick as the nature of
modern war evolved. From the Great War to Afghanistan it provides the most comprehensive
account to date of Canada’s gunners.
HB 9781771122375 £46.50 October 2016 Wilfrid Laurier University Press 420 pages

Growing Up in Armyville
Canada’s Military Families During the Afghanistan Mission
Deborah Harrison, Patrizia Albanese
It was 2006, and eight hundred soldiers from the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) base in
pseudonymous “Armyville,” Canada, were scheduled to deploy to Kandahar. Many students in
the Armyville school district were destined to be affected by this and several subsequent
deployments. These deployments, however, represented such a new and volatile situation that
the school district lacked—as indeed most Canadians lacked—the understanding required for an
optimum organizational response. Growing Up in Armyville provides a close-up look at the
adolescents who attended Armyville High School (AHS) between 2006 and 2010. How did their
mental health compare with that of their peers elsewhere in Canada? How were their lives
affected by the Afghanistan mission—at home, at school, among their friends, and when their
parents returned with post-traumatic stress disorder? How did the youngsters cope with the
stress? What did their efforts cost them? Based on questions from the National Longitudinal
Survey of Children and Youth, administered to all youth attending AHS in 2008, and on in-depth
interviews with sixty-one of the youth from CAF families, this book provides some answers. It
also documents the partnership that occurred between the school district and the authors’
research team. Beyond its research findings, this pioneering book considers the past, present,
and potential role of schools in supporting children who have been affected by military
deployments. It also assesses the broader human costs to CAF families of their enforced
participation in the volatile overseas missions of the twenty-first century.
PB 9781771122344 £29.99 October 2016 Wilfrid Laurier University Press 215 pages
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